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How to play 

“Xeri” is a card game, it can be played 

by children from 5 to 105 years old, it is 

a simple game and is based 50% on 

luck and 50% on memory.

Individuals: 2, 3, 4 + (Individually or in 

groups)

Cards: 1 (52 Cards)

The goal is to get the cards down on the table by 

playing a card whose number is equal to the 

number of cards on the table or their sum.



Sharing the cards

It is played by two players up to 4 years.

One player undertakes to deal and  deals six card to each player, 

one by one and not all together in order to be mixed all the cards 

well.

Once the cards distribution to the players is completed, the dealer 

puts down 4 cards  open so that everyone can see and each  one is 

on top of the other.



Let's play

The game start with the player to the right of the player who deals and throws first 

a card.

If  his card is the same number with the  dealed card  or a  figure, then he gets all 

the cards that are down. 

A player can also get all the cards when he throws the Jack card   

regardless of which card is down and takes them all.

If the player does not have the same card number or the figure to take them all, 

then he simply throws his card on the existing cards .So the game continues until 

all the cards of the deck are finished.



When do you get a” Xeri “ ?

The player makes a “xeri” when there is only 

one card down and he throws the same 

number or the figure, each “xeri ” corresponds 

to 10 points . If there is only one Jack card 

down, and the player throws a Jack card, he 

makes a “xeri” with a jack card , then this 

“xeri” counts for 20 points.

Who wins?

In  “xeri ”wins the one who has 

collected the most points . 

Points are: 

• 10 pt for each “xeri”, 

• the 4 aces

• all the figures 

• the 10 Diamont

• 3 points gets the player who has 

the most number of cards


